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ARKANSAS CHILD PASSENGER ALARM GUIDE 
Recommended Devices and Installation Procedures 

Prepared In Corporation With The 

Arkansas Dealers/Installers Network 
 

Jim Gilbert, Transportation Safety Advisor                                                                 A-State Childhood Services 
 

Arkansas law requires all agencies or child care facilities licensed by the Department of Human 

Services that transport children to have approved child safety alarm system installed on any 

vehicle designed or used to transport more than seven (7) passengers and one (1) driver – this 

seating designation was intended to exempt certain minivans and other small passenger 

vehicles.  This law was established to check for sleeping or hiding children to make sure they are 

not left and/or locked in the vehicle accidentally.  This system is a reminder for a driver or other 

staff member to physically inspect each seat before deactivating the alarm and leaving the 

vehicle.  If the system is not deactivated properly, the horn will sound, or other approved audio 

alarm device, will alert that the vehicle was not properly checked. 

Each device that is installed must be an approved list and be properly maintained and kept in 

good working order any time that the vehicle is used for transporting children.  It shall be 

unlawful to transport children in a vehicle that is required to have an approved child safety 

alarm system if the device: (1) Has not been installed; (2) Is not in proper working condition; or 

(3) Has been disconnected.  Any person who knowingly violates the provisions of this law shall 

be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor subject to a fine and jail. 

Carefully selecting the most appropriate system to install in a specific vehicle type should be the 

child care provider’s first consideration.  Some systems are better suited than others depending 

upon different vehicle types.  The same applies to the installation.  A driver must be trained on 

the alarm’s functions and to ensure it is always working properly. A system that is difficult for 

drivers to use will encourage tampering or other efforts to avoid taking the required actions. 

Providers must do their homework and contact various dealers/installers for information 

before making a final choice. 

Through collaboration with Arkansas dealers/installer network, the following devices were 

recommended for their affordability, reliability, quality standards and manufacturer’s technical 

support.  These devices, if installed correctly, meet the operational requirements set forth in 

child care licensing requirements.  The devices are listed in alphabetical order by brand and 

each will be discussed further in the Installation Procedures section. 

Manufacturer   Brand/Model                      Product Information 

Robotics Technologies            Bus-Scan-Model BS300 RF&HW           www.roboticstech.com 
Child Check-Mate Systems Child Check Mate EP1plus                       www.childcheckmate.com 
Doran Manufacturing  Sleeping Child Check Monitor                   www.doranmfg.com 

http://www.roboticstech.com/
http://www.childcheckmate.com/
http://www.doranmfg.com/
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A list of the Arkansas Dealers/Installers Network is provided in Attachment A.   In most cases 

these businesses both sell and install the alarm unit or units specified.  The units may also be 

purchased from other sources including the manufacturers and on-line retailers.   Child care 

providers that order these devices directly from suppliers and have them installed by a  

electronics or automotive business should make sure the technician that performs the work is 

familiar with the system components, the installation procedures outlined in this document and 

the operating characteristics required in child care licensing regulations.  See Attachment C for 

a certification form that should be filled out and retained on file.  The technician who installs 

the alarm device should ensure the customer is provided training in its operation, as well as, 

troubleshooting procedures, should a problem occur.    Installers should also provide customers 

with the manufacturer’s placard on the alarm’s operation. 

Child care facilities should always keep all invoices, manufacturers’ product information, 

installation diagrams, and warranty information.  All repair invoices should be kept as well.   

Safety Alarm Devices 

There are several types of child safety systems on the market but not all will meet the intent of 

the law.  Only those devices listed below have been proven to meet that intent.  While these 

general descriptions are the more common operational setups, the manufacturers design their 

systems to have various operational features and allow add-on accessories such as light control, 

external alarms, etc..   The following three alarm systems have a reputation of being quality 

products and in commercial use for several years.   

Bus-Scan 

 

 Bus-Scan 300, manufactured by Robotics Technologies, is the more common system used in 

child care passenger vans in Arkansas.  The unit is automatically armed each time the ignition 

switch is turned ON and when the ignition is turned off activates a reminder tone for the driver 

to begin a seat check.  If a disarming button at the back of the vehicle is not pressed within the 

prescribed time, the vehicle horn will sound--alerting all who are nearby that the required 

check was not performed.  This system can be purchased in either a hard-wired model or a 

wireless model.  The hard-wired model is highly recommended.  The wireless model’s 

deactivation button contains a battery that should be changed yearly.  Customers who have 

problems with young passengers being attracted to the larger wireless box should consider the 

hard-wired flush mounted button or a key deactivation button.  See Attachment D for standard 

operating guide. 

http://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1098/8146/products/7144f40b5032ea6079a70025ad99bcf2_1a23e6b1-7798-4419-8d7f-87ee0ae81b5e_1024x1024.jpeg?v=1465233415
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Child Check Mate 

 

Child Check Mate systems are installed primarily in school buses and activated when the 

flashing lights are turned on or the passenger door is opened.  When installed in conventional 

vans, conversion vans and small commercial buses activation may be by either a passenger 

door opening or depressing the brake.  Depending upon how the alarm device is installed, this 

system can be confusing for drivers not familiar with how it is designed to work.  Those 

activated by a door will require the door to be closed for deactivation, a challenge for drivers of 

conventional passenger vans with little room to maneuver.  The Child Check Mate unit can be 

installation in various configurations so it is important to determine the best one for your 

specific application and vehicle type.  See Attachment D for standard operating guide. 

Sleeping Child Check Monitor 

 

This system is sold primarily to the school bus industry.  The alarm is turned on and becomes 

engaged when the ignition of the bus is turned on. To deactivate the monitor after the ignition 

is turned off; the bus driver must move to the back of the bus and depress a button. If a driver 

fails to deactivate the monitor and exits a door, the horn will sound as a reminder to check for 

any sleeping children on the bus.  (This alarm is primarily used on school buses where the driver 

can remain inside the vehicle for the check and alarm deactivation before exiting the vehicle. 

Not recommended for conventional passenger vans.) Check website for operating guide. 

Formerly approved systems CRS Child Reminder System and ATWEC Kiddie Voice are no long 

recommended devices.  CRS has ceased its alarm business; however, Robotics Technologies has 

designed and is manufacturing a plug-and-play replacement unit.  ATWEC’s system has had 

reliability issues reported.  Providers who have experienced problems with these systems 

should replace them with one of the units discussed above. 

http://www.midwestbusparts.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=8_135&products_id=2452&zenid=9dlgftqfj2mm39p3ckd2msih64
http://www.midwestbusparts.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=8_135&products_id=2447&zenid=9dlgftqfj2mm39p3ckd2msih64
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Installation Guidance 

Child safety alarm systems were initially designed for use in the school bus industry with 

activation triggered by the passenger door, the flashing lights or the stop arm.  Some 

manufacturers have adapted alternate installations for use in passenger vans and small body-

on-chassis buses which have multiple access doors.  Typically these units are installed to be 

ignition or brake activated.  The preferred installation is for the unit to be automatically 

activated when the vehicle’s ignition is turned or brake pressed.    Installations of devices that 

activate by a door switch or means other than ignition or brake should be avoided.  

A basic alarm system such as Bus Scan is armed by turning on the ignition.   When the ignition is 

turned off, it triggers a time delay before the horn/alarm device sounds.  During this delay, 

which should be no more than 60 seconds, the driver exits the vehicle and enters the passenger 

door to perform a visual survey of the seating area and press the deactivation button in the rear 

of the vehicle to stop the horn/alarm device from sounding at the end of the 60 second delay.  

The system must stay armed until the proper deactivation is performed.   

Child Check Mate devices are somewhat more complex in their operation depending on how it 

is installed.  Sometimes this system can frustrate drivers, particularly in child care operations, 

where part-time drivers are often less experienced and have limited or no training.  This is why 

it is important to have the manufacturer’s operation placard posted in the driver’s area.  It also 

serves as a checklist to ensure the device is operating properly.  Purchasers’ should seek advice 

from a knowledgeable source on the best installation choice for the type of vehicle they will be 

using.    

All systems must have an external alerting device that can be heard throughout the parking 

area and in adjacent buildings.  This may be the vehicle’s horn or other type of approved audio 

alarm component.    

Installation of Control Unit 

The alarm system should be installed by certified technicians employed by a recognized 

electronics or automotive business in accordance with the device manufacturer’s instructions. 

Technicians should refer to the wiring schematics contained in this guide.  The control unit 

should always be securely mounted in such a manner to avoid tampering and exposed wiring.  

Units that have visual function lights and/or audio indicators should be mounted so the driver 

can clearly see and/or hear the control unit.  If the unit has a deactivation maintenance key, 

such as the Bus Scan, the key should be secured and its location not accessible to drivers.   

Installation of Rear Deactivation Button 

All devices must have a deactivation button installed in the rear passenger area of the vehicle.  

While there is no hard and fast rule where deactivation buttons are to be installed, there is a 
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prevailing requirement that such button must be in a location that requires drivers to enter the 

passenger area checking in and around all seats in the vehicle.  Location depends upon the 

vehicle type and seating configuration to achieve the intent of the law.   

Standard Passenger Vans:  Twelve and fifteen passengers vans with conventional factory 

seating are the most common vehicles used in child care transportation.  Depending upon age, 

make and model of the vehicle, the technician should mount the deactivation button on the 

driver’s side and forward of the last row of seats.  In many cases, the only viable mounting 

location may be a rear side post.  If at all possible, the button location should be out of reach 

for any child. The deactivation button may either be a wireless transmitter or a flush mount 

push button switch which is hard-wired.  In either case, the button must be securely attached 

to the vehicle so that it cannot be easily removed.  Deactivation buttons should always be 

mounted in a location that requires a driver to enter the side passenger doors facilitating a 

vantage point to survey all seats, isles, and floor areas.  Button locations that can be reached 

from outside of the vehicle through the rear access doors should be avoided as a means to help 

ensure the proper survey is done in compliance with the law.     

In cases where the installer may not have adequate support for installing the deactivation 

button in the location described, guidance should be sought from a Licensing Specialist. 

Small Buses and Transit Conversion Vans:  These vehicles are typically body-on-chassis buses 

with transit type seating and large passenger vans that have raised roofs and aftermarket 

seating modifications which allow improved passenger access and movement.  They will have 

an aisle between the seats permitting the driver to access the rear of the vehicle without 

crawling over seats.  In the body-on-chassis type vehicles without rear doors, the button can be 

mounted on the rear bulkhead (back wall)  in the center or to the left (driver’s side) if there is a 

center obstruction such as an AC evaporator.   In conversion vans with rear door access, the 

deactivation button should be mounted on the left (driver’s side) in an area just forward of the 

rear most seating ensuring it is not easily reached from the rear doors.  The deactivation button 

may either be wireless or hard-wired, but hard-wired is recommended.  In either case, the 

button must be securely attached to the vehicle so that it cannot be easily removed.     

Systems Installed in School Buses 

All child safety alarm systems installed in public school buses come under the oversight of the 

Arkansas Department of Education.  The system and installation is directed by procurement 

specifications per the following and the manufacturer determines the specific make and model 

meeting the specifications.  In some cases, they are installed by the bus dealer or the school 

district. 

“ All school buses shall be equipped with an electronic child safety alarm system. The system 

shall be armed by the operation of the eight way light system. When the key is placed in the off 

position, the dome lights shall be activated. The driver will have sixty seconds to walk to the rear 
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of the bus and deactivate the system by either raising the rear emergency door handle or 

pressing a button on the rear bulkhead. The system will confirm the system’s deactivation by 

turning off or flashing the dome lights. If the driver fails to deactivate the system, the headlights 

will flash and the horn will honk intermittently.” 

Used school buses purchased by child care providers, are no longer subject to the regulations of 

the Department of Education and alarms may not be acceptable.  These used school buses will 

follow the guidance contained herein applicable for all other commercial vans and buses 

operated by child care providers.  

Placard 

Each vehicle with an alarm device should have the manufacturer’s placard permanently 

mounted in the driver’s area.  In the absence of a manufacturer’s placard, providers should 

create their own.  This placard alerts all drivers that an alarm is installed and the procedures to 

ensure the device is properly activated and the proper deactivation procedures.   

  

Summary 

In summary, a child safety alarm device is a reminder only. It is always the responsibility of the 

driver or other appropriate staff to safely transport children and to check the vehicle at the end 

of the trip for a child remaining on the vehicle.  It is intended to alert someone that a procedure 

or action has not been accomplished.  To ensure safety of the children, the child safety alarm 

must be used in conjunction with other requirements described in the child care licensing 

regulations to ensure a child is not left behind on a vehicle.    

Anyone having questions, seeking clarification, or interested in providing their input to this 

guide should contact the author at Arkansas Transit Academy, 620 West Broadway, North Little 

Rock, AR 72112, 501-372-8900 or jgilbert@arktransit.org  . 

  

mailto:jgilbert@arktransit.org
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AUTHOR’S NOTE:  While the child safety alarm law and the child care licensing regulations 

establish general compliance guidance, a Licensing Specialist must still use a certain level of 

personal judgment.  The alarm device, like transportation rosters, is a tool used to keep 

children safe.  The information provided in this document provides licensing personnel, child 

care providers, and installers with the knowledge to make an informed decision that best 

supports the intent of the law.   

The most challenging issue for the State has been ensuring the deactivation button serves to 

enforce the requirement for a driver or other staff to enter the vehicle passenger area to 

deactivate the alarm.  While in the passenger area, the driver or staff monitor is required 

conduct a visual survey of the vehicle’s interior seating.  Many conventional passenger vans 

are found to have rear deactivation buttons installed just inside the rear doors, even on the 

rear door.  In essence, it can be argued that this location meets the intent of requiring a 

person to enter the van passenger doors and do the proper survey before deactivating the 

alarm.  At the same time, it affords a person easy access to the alarm button without entering 

the vehicle when not transporting children, i.e., routine maintenance, fueling, repair and 

transporting cargo. Ease of deactivating the alarm in some situations also opens the door to 

ease of deactivating when the vehicle is transporting children circumventing the more 

cumbersome requirement of getting inside the vehicle, specifically in standard 12/15-

passenger vans.     

___________________________________ 
 
A copy of this guide can be downloaded from --
https://www.arkansastransit.com/media/1308/arkansas-guide-on-child-safety-alarms.pdf 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Arkansas Dealers/Installers Network 

Summit Bus 
11401 Diamond Drive 
North Little Rock, AR  72117 
Phone: 501-945-8400 
Toll Free: NA 
POC: Jerry Adams 
Email: jerry.adams@summittruckgroup.com 
Devices: Child Check Mate 
                Robotics “Bus Scan” 

Central States Bus Sales  
420 Lake Lane 
North Little Rock, AR 72117 
Phone: 501-955-2577 
Toll Free: 877-272-8737 
POC: Mike Pojar (Technical Advisor) 
Email: mikep@centralstatesbus.com 
Devices: Robotics “Bus Scan” 
               Doran “Sleeping Child Monitor” 

Fleet Management Services  
901 East 8th St 
Little Rock, AR  72202 
Phone: 501-375-3672 
Toll Free: NA 
POC:  Matt Morris (Technical Advisor) 
Email: fmscmb@aol.com 
Device: Robotics “Bus Scan” 

Mobility Centers of Arkansas  
712 Highway 5 North 
Benton, AR  72019 
Phone: 501-794-3100 
Toll Free: NA 
POC: Carlton Finney (Technical Advisor) 
Email: carltonf@mobilitycentersar.com 
Device: Robotics “Bus-Scan” 

NATS -North Arkansas Transportation Services 
108 Cisco Avenue 
Harrison, AR  72601 
Phone: 870-741-2825 
Toll Free: NA 
POC: Greg Labonte (Technical Advisor) 
Email:  natstransit@yahoo. com 
Devices:  Child Check Mate 
                  Robotics “Bus Scan” 

Presidential Conversions  
2887 N College Ave, Ste B 
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72703 
Phone: 479-521-8433 
Toll Free: 888-521-7733 
POC: Craig Cheevers (Technical Advisor) 
Email: service@accesspci.com 
Device: Child Check Mate 

Nationwide Bus Parts 
123 South Hills Drive 
Damascus, AR  72039 
Phone: 501-335-8133 
Toll Free: 877-633-7278 
POC: Donna Jerrell 
Email: donna@nationwidebusparts.com 
Devices: Child Check Mate 
                Robotics “Bus-Scan” 
                Doran “Sleeping Child Monitor” 

Presidential Conversions 
2500 Commerce Dr, Bldg A, Ste B 
Jonesboro, AR  72401 
Phone: 870-933-7270 
Toll Free: 866-408-5438 
POC:  Randy Lairson 
Email: randy@accesspci.com 
Device: Child Check Mate 

Midwest Bus Sales 
2604 Industrial Park Road 
Van Buren, AR  72956 
Phone: 479-474-2433 
Toll Free: 800-776-2429 
POC: Michael Newton 
Email: mnewton@midwestbussales.com 
Device: Child Check Mate 

Affordable Auto & RV 
5607 Central Ave 
Hot Springs, AR  72913 
Phone: 501-520-0911 
Toll Free: NA 
POC:  Jeff Gnau or Craig Holmes 
Email:  affordableautorv@sbcglobal.net 
Devices: Child Check Mate 
                 Robotics “Bus Scan” 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Arkansas Dealers/Installers Network (Cont) 

 
Audio 1 
5923 South University 
Little Rock, AR  72209 
Phone: 501-520-0911 
Toll Free: NA 
POC:  Scott Holmes 
Email:  audio1scot@msn.com 
Devices: Child Check Mate 
                 Robotics “Bus Scan” 

Commercial Truck Service – CTS 
255 Tilk Rd 
Conway, AR  72032 
Phone: 501-358-6929 
Toll Free:  NA 
POC:  Phil Houston 
Email: Phil@ctsconway.com 
Devices:  Child Check Mate 
                  Robotics “Bus Scan” 

Additional dealers and/or installers will be added upon request if they can comply with the standards 
required. 

 

mailto:Phil@ctsconway.com
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ATTACHMENT B 
Rear Deactivation Button Placement 

 
Mount On Small Buses with Center Isle and No Rear Doors  

Bus with center isle may be mounted center or left on rear bulkhead. Rear AC evaporator often dictates a left side 
mount. 

  
 

Conversion Van With Center Isle Transit Seating and Rear Access Doors 

 
Recommended location-could be moved up. 

 
Accessible from opening rear door-should be moved. 

 
Standard Passenger Van with Rear Access Doors 

 
Recommended location. 

 
Easily Accessible from opening rear 

door – should be moved. 

Recommended location. 
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ATTACHEMENT C 
 

CUSTOMER INSTALLATION CERTIFICATION 
 

The alarm system installer should provide the following information and certification. 
 
Name of Customer: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Installation: ___________________  
 
Make of Alarm System ____________________   Model ________________________________ 
 
Accessories Added to System: _____________________________________________________ 
 
Business Installing Unit:  _________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Technician Doing Install: __________________________________________________ 
 
Identify Source of Activation:  [  ] Ignition (Preferred)  [  ] Brake  [  ] Other: __________________ 
 
Deactivation Process – Attached detail operating instruction to this document or explain 
process: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
We, the above named business, certify that the electronic or automotive technician installing 
the child passenger alarm system has read and understands the requirements stipulated in this 
document.   Training on the system was provided to the following personnel representing the 
purchaser: 

1. ________________________________________________ 
2. ________________________________________________ 
3. ________________________________________________ 
4. ________________________________________________ 

 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Signature of Technician 
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ATTACHMENT D 
 

ROBOTICS “BUS SCAN 300” OPERATION  
FOR 

 BUS AND VAN INSTALLATIONs 
 

 
 

The Bus Scan 300 is manufactured in two models, one with a wireless disarm switch (BS300RF) 

  
Or, one with a hard-wired disarm switch (BS300HW).  

 
 
Activation:  Starting the vehicle activates the system and the “Armed” LED light on the control unit will 
illuminate and a tone will sound letting the diver know the unit is in service mode. 
 
Deactivation:  When the driver turns off the ignition, the Bus Scan emits a reminder tone for the driver 
to proceed to the rear of the vehicle to check for children and deactivate the alarm by pressing the red 
button.   The alarm unit is now deactivated and the driver can exit the vehicle.  
 
 If the driver exits the vehicle without deactivating the alarm, the horn will sound after the preset time.  
(The control unit has setting for either 1 or 5 minute delay)  In Arkansas the preset time must be 1-
minute 
 
NOTE:  The Bus Scan 300 is equipped with a tamper feature that will alarm if the remote transmitter is 
tampered with.  A tamper condition will occur if the deactivation button is push during the ignition being 
turned from on to off.  If a tamper condition occurs, the driver must cycle the ignition and go through the 
deactivating sequence. 
 
The remote deactivation transmitter is equipped with a 12V alkaline battery.  In normal use, the battery 
life can be over five years; however it is recommended that the battery be replace at least one a year. If 
the battery dies, the system will go into a safe mode and will not arm.   
 
The Bus Scan 300 has a service switch feature that can deactivate the device when the vehicle is being 
serviced.  This requires a service override key which should never be kept in the vehicle.  Only authorized 
service personnel should have access to this key, never the driver or transportation aide. 
 
It is advisable that all vehicles with a child passenger safety alarm post the correct manufacturer’s 
operational placard (or create a durable placard) in the driver area where it is clearly visible to drivers, 
mechanics and other maintenance personnel 
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CHILD CHECK MATE OPERATION (Model EP1plus) 
FOR 

 PASSENGER VAN INSTALLATION (BRAKE ACTIVATED) 
 

 
ACTIVATION:  STEP 1:  Upon starting the vehicle, the Alarm Unit will emit a one second tone (beep, 
beep, beep) indicating that the system is operational.  Wait 12 seconds.   
 
STEP 2: Step on the brake pedal to activate (arm) the alarm system.  Expect an audible sound (two 
beeps) from the Alarm Unit as the brake is applied.   
 
DEACTIVATION:  STEP 1:  Turn the ignition key to the “off” position, after one second turn back to the 
“on” position to initiate deactivation.  The system’s alarm warning tone, a high-pitched beeping, will 
begin to sound.  ( If a driver turns the ignition key to the “off” position and not back to the “on” 
position the system is alerted that the proper deactivation process has not been completed and the 
vehicle’s horn will begin to sound on and off in approximately 8 to 10 seconds. ) 
 
STEP 2:  Once the key is in the “on” position the Alarm Unit will sound 3 high pitched tones reminding 
the driver to perform their child check. 
 
STEP 3:  The driver then enters the passenger seating area conducting a safety check and proceeds to 
depress the deactivation “STOP” button for at least 3 seconds. You will hear the deactivation signal, a 
rapid chirping sound from the Alarm Unit.   
 
STEP 4:  The system has now been deactivated and the key can be removed safely from the ignition.  
 
NOTE:  In some cases, the Child Check Mate is installed with a door activation switch mounted to the 
passenger loading door.   In this situation, the alarm will not be activated until the passenger door is 
opened the first time.  Follow the deactivate process above.  The passenger door with the activation 
switch must be closed during the deactivation process    
 
Given the various activation options for the Child Check Mate, the above may or may not work with all 
systems.  Functionality of a specific unit may vary depending upon the model and installation.  The 
Checkmate system has a  range of capabilities and can be challenging if the user does not fully 
understands the  operational aspects of activating and deactivation the specific unit installed in a vehicle. 
 
It is advisable that all vehicles with a child passenger safety alarm post the correct manufacturer’s 
operational placard (or create a durable placard) in the driver area where it is clearly visible to drivers, 
mechanics and other maintenance personnel.  
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PURCHASE AND INSTALLALTION GUIDANCE 
 

Child care providers considering the purchase of a new child safety alarm device or a replacement unit 
should adhere to the following recommendations: 
 

CHILD CHECK MATE SYSTEM – Model EP1 Plus 

 
Purchasers should refer installer to “EP1plus A007 EPA Van Installation Schematic” as the preferred 
wiring connection.  This can be found on page 17 or at  www.childcheckmate.com  under the EP1 Plus  
support tab.   This installation uses the brake switch for activation.   
 

 
ROBOTICS “BUS SCAN 300” 

 
 

This device can be purchased in either a hard-wired disarm switch, Model BS300HW, or a wireless 
remote disarm switch, Model BS300RF.  It is highly recommended that the purchaser consider the hard-
wired model to eliminate the possibility of battery failure in the wireless remote or external frequency 
interference.  While Arkansas currently allows the wireless remote disarm switch, some states do not. 
The basic wiring diagram comes with the unit or can be found on at www.roboticstech.com .  This device 
is ignition activated.  The #1 dip switch option should be set to the OFF= 1 minute option.   Mount the 
control unit where it can be monitored by the driver.  See pages 14 and 15 for manufacturer’s wiring 
diagrams.   
 

DEACTIVATION/DISARM BUTTON 
 
Vans with Rear Access Doors: The deactivation/disarm button for any alarm device shall be mounted in 
a location on the driver’s side of the vehicle forward of the rear loading doors to prohibit someone from 
reaching the deactivation/disarm button while standing outside of the vehicle. 
 
Buses without Rear Access Doors or only an emergency exit door:  The deactivation/disarm button for 
any alarm device should be mounted on the rear bulkhead (rear wall) at eye level or above.    

http://www.childcheckmate.com/
http://www.roboticstech.com/
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BUS-SCAN 300 HR (HARDWIRED) WIRING INSTRUCTIONS 
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BUS-SCAN 300 RF (REMOTE RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER) WIRING 
INSTRUCTIONS
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BUS-SCAN 300 RF (REMOTE) TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER 
BATTERY REQUIREMENT 

 

 
Note:  Battery size required is an A23. 
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CHILD CHECKMATE EP1Plus WIRING SCHMATIC 
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ADDENDUM 1 
to the 

Arkansas Child Passenger Alarm Guide 
 

Child Check Mate Alarm – Deactivation While Running 
August 22, 2017 

 
 

Some Child Check Mate alarm device can be deactivated while the vehicle is running.  

The company did confirm that this was possible with some of their older alarms (2006-

2007).  We have established that, at least in one instance, the alarm can be deactivated 

both while the vehicle was running and after the key off/on cycle.   The safety issue is 

that any alarm system that can be turned off with the vehicle running means the alarm 

can be turn off while the vehicle is transporting children.   In this scenario, children 

pressing the button during transport, which is a common complaint from drivers, could 

deactivate the alarm without the driver being aware.   The deactivation process should 

alert the driver with a rapid chirping sound; however, in a moving van with children on 

board, hearing that sound would be very difficult.  Particularly if the alarm/control unit 

is mount under the dash or other location resulting in muffling the sound.  In the event 

the driver leaves the vehicle without conducting their survey and deactivation, there 

would be no alarm to alert them or someone else to the fact procedures were not 

followed. This results in a higher probability of leaving a child in a vehicle.   Any alarm 

that could be deactivated while the vehicle is running should be called to the attention 

of the appropriate Child Care Service Specialist who in turn should report it to their 

supervisor    

 Hopefully, there is limited number of these defective systems in use. Due diligence 

should be exercised to repaired or replaced the control unit.   Repairing the control unit 

would likely require it to be return to the manufacturer for reprogramming.  If a 

replacement is desired, contact the original supplier and/or installer and ask them to 

request the manufacturer replace the control unit.    
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Child Check Mate Alarm – Door Activation Issue  
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Any vehicle discovered to have a Child Check Mate alarm system installed where the 

passenger entry side door must be opened to activate the unit should be reported to a 

Licensing Supervisor.   Door activation, commonly found in school and other buses, is 

not desirable in a child care vehicle when loading and unloading as a group is a common 

occurrence.   The vulnerability occurs when children are loaded into the vehicle when it 

is not running and the loading door is closed before the vehicle is started.  In this 

situation, the alarm will be powered on but the actual activation never occurs with the 

Child Check Mate control unit since it is a two step process.   

If the door is opened at any point while the vehicle is running, the activation will occur 

and require the driver to deactivate the system at the conclusion of the trip.   In the 

event the vehicle is turned off prior to opening the door and unloading the children, the 

unit will never be activated and no horn alert will occur if the driver walks away without 

check for children left behind.   This is a serious issue stemming from the fact that some 

dealers/installers assumed the vehicle would be running before the passenger loading 

door was first opened.   In a child care environment that will not always be the case. 

A second safety situation occurs after the driver unloads and relocates the vehicle to a 

parking area.  The alarm once again will not activate so there is no warning if a driver 

walks away without doing their survey.  This would be a conflict with licensing 

regulations in certain unloading procedures. 

Child care programs with a door activated vehicle will need to establish safety protocols 

to ensure drivers do not transport children without the alarm activated.  Technical 

assistance is available from A-State, Childhood Services Division upon request. 

 

 

 
 


